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Product Specification 
• Wall mount 
• Power: 1 × D battery, 3 × AAA battery 
• Main Material: plastic 

• Net Weight: 810±10g 
• Accuracy: monthly error ≤±90 seconds 
• Operating temperature: -10℃ ~ 50℃ 

• Dimension: 30.70cm / 12” (diameter), 7cm / 2.76” (thickness) 

Direction of Use 
1. Remove the screws at the back of the box (if there is any). Take the clock out of the box 

and carefully remove the wrap. 
2. Set the time to 12 o’clock with the Tuning Knob at the back. Check if the hour hand and the 

minute hand overlap and pointing upwards. If not, turn the clock hands to adjust it. This 
should be the only occasion that the clock hands are turned. 

3. Please skip to step 7 if you choose not to use the buzzer. 
4. Insert the studs into the stud-holes at the back of the clock, which allows light to reach the 

sensor.  
5. Insert three AAA batteries into the Buzzer’s Battery Compartment. Ensure that the positive 

and negative polarities match the illustrations inside the battery compartment. Switch on 
the buzzer with the Buzzer Switch. You could set it silent by switching the buzzer off. 

6. When the buzzer is in working order, at the top of every hour, it plays the sound that is 
relative to the clock design. When it is dark in the room, the buzzer becomes silent.  

7. Insert one D battery into the battery compartment. Ensure that the positive and negative 
polarities match the illustrations inside the battery compartment. 

8. Turn the Tuning Knob to set the time.  
Tip: As there is no time ring on the clock dial, you may calibrate the setting at the top of the 
next hour. 

9. Hang vertically. 
10. Please do not lift the dial plate or block its movement. Please do not turn the hands of the 

clock or the dial plate with force. 
11. When the clock starts losing time, please replace the battery. Batteries normally last at 

least 6 months but it varies between brands. 

Customer Support 
This product comes with a 1-year guarantee. Please visit www.ideapot.co.uk for details. 
For enquiries regarding the product, please contact your retailer, or email us at 
customercare@ideapot.co.uk. The following information may be needed. 
Place of purchase:                                
Date of purchase:                            
Model number:      

Price:      
  

Payment method:    
Designs: 
Walking Man    √    
Running Man    √   
Beating Heart   √   

Galloping Horse   √    
Dog                          √    
Cat                            √    

Drumming                 √    
Strumming Guitar   √
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